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SALERNO BRIDGEHEAD

FROM WILLIAM MUNDAY PRESENTING THE COMBINED AUSTRALIAN PRESS

Salerno

September 15

No changes can be expected for several days yet on this front because

of hilly, wooded country fron which the Germans have got to be cleared before

any progress can be mde northward with safety. The Germans are fighting for

every yard, and raking continual counter attacks to try to drive through our

narrow bridgehead. Their tenacity here, aided so materially by the nature

of the_terrain,. is largely inspired, of\course, by the need to .safeguard the

withdrawal of their forces further south, but even when this has been

achieved or added strength has enabled the Allies to complete the inevitable

slow and difficult job.of scouring the hills, the-advance to Naples and Rome

nay not be as‘speedy as many people, locking at the map and seeing we are

less than forty miles away from the first of these cities, may hope.

It is true that then, according, to .the map, we emerge from the

mountains on to Campagna Plain where, with tanks and other vehicles, it might

be expected that progress would be fast. But Campagna Plain is intensively

cultivated and cut by'deep, broad drainage ditches. The narrow sideroads

are edged with ditches and the land is soft and boggy, it is no more the

type of country for tanks than these steep hills around Salerno through which

the infantrymen are now working their way.

The northern sector battle is still for the command of the two roads from

Salerno to Naples end in the last twenty-four hours the number of strong German

counter-attacks have been repulsed, largely with the help of strong artillery

support given to our infantry, who also used their mortars to good effect. Units

on the left of the coast road again had a hot time of it, but finally made an

attack themselves to improve their own positions. The Germans are still close

enough to Salerno here, however, to snipe and machine-gun the bridge across the

gorge. They overlook it from the hillside and this morning I crouched beside a

tree within a hundred yards of the bridge and watched Italian families returning
to their hones from the hill villages, and army dispatch riders and vehicles

make the dangerous crossing. Once, an Italian boy crossed on a scooter. An

.old Italian woman stopped in the middle of the bridge to shake her fist at the

hillside on which the Germans were hidden, A mortar bomb crashed by the bridge

covering her in dirt, but shrapnel and fragments of rock which hailed down, even

where I was, miraculously missed her. She stumped on muttering.

Donkeys drawing carts loaded with- family possessions, were lashed across

while a whole family, men, women, children pushed their cart to speed, its

progress, When a pram and a few other things fell from the cart during its

humpy race, the peasant owner went back while mortar bombs were scoring near

misses on the bridge to retrieve his few paltry belongings. The Germans did

not always snipe at the Italians, but went on mortaring and shelling in an

attempt to destroy the bridge indifferent to whether Italian civilians or

British Army vehicles were making the hazardous passage.

.At a road junction the troops on the left side of the road continued to be

shelled, mortared and counter-attacked, but they held on to their vantage points.
Meanwhile they were stalking the enemy over the wooded hillsides, sometimes in

his lines, sometimes having to deal with patrols of Germans in ours.
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During the night German patrols with tommy-guns and hand grenades, again

succeeded in infiltrating into Salerno, but found the Allies waiting for them in >
houses and villas and they did not get beyond- the fringe of the town. On the ,

right hand side of the read, which is still under heavy German mortar and gun fire,
sc that it is impossible to advance any distance along it, the Germans attempted to

thrust around us, but were,..compelled to withdraw after another of the' innumerable

sniping battles which have been fought in these hills,-

Further south the Germans also tried during the night to push down the road

between the British and Americans, It was extremely important to the Germans to

hold cur advance here, and so keep us from Potenza, which is vital to their plans
for evacuating southern Italy for six main roads met there, Potenza is ever forty
miles further east of cur line and about equally distant from the west and eastern

coasts. In this enemy thrust at least four of their tanks were destroyed. The

Germans have all of the Sixteenth Panzer Division in the line in this area now and

the Twenty ninth German motorised Division moving up from opposing the Eighth Army,
is also coming into action against the Fifth Army. The Hermann Goering Division

and the Fifteenth Panzers are fighting the British at the northern end of the

Fifth Army’s bridgehead, and the German Parachute Division which was in Naples,

and two which were in Rome, each of about l4,000 first class troops, have also

moved south, so that now the Fifth Army has five German Divisions or units of

them opposed to it. It is known, however, that the Germans are short of everything

from food to ammunition. The shortages are due mainly to the disrupting of supply

lines by Allied bombing and partly to the fact that as soon as news cf the British

and American landings in- the Gulf of Salerno became known the Germans destroyed

their own dumps in the Naples area, - They thought we would be landing iit Naples,

too, or that troops landing in the Gulf of Salerno, would be upon them in ’ a few

hours. They are regretting their panic now.
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